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Abstract. If Peccei-Quinn (PQ) symmetry is broken after inflation, the initial axion angle 

is a random variable on cosmological scales; based on this fact, estimates of the relic-axion 

mass density give too large a value if the axion mass is less than about 10e6 eV. This 

bound can be evaded if the Universe underwent inflation after PQ symmetry breaking 

and if the observable Universe happens to be a region where the initial axion angle was 

atypically small, 8r 5 (m./1O-6 eV)“.5g. We show consideration of fluctuations induced 

during inflation severely constrains the latter alternative. 
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Peccei-Quinn (PQ) symmetry with its attendant pseudoNambu-Goldstone boson-the 

axion-remains the most attractive and promising solution to the strong-CP problem.’ 

Moreover, the axion arises naturally in supersymmetric and superstring models. The axion 

mass and PQ symmetry breaking scale are related by 

fi far 0.62eV 

m’ 21 x (f.,/N) N (f,/N)/lO’GeV’ 

where fa is the PQ symmetry breaking scale, z N 0.56 is the ratio of the up to down quark 

masses, fn and m, are pion decay constant and mass, and N is the color anomaly of PQ 

symmetry. At present there is little theoretical guidance as to the key parameter: the PQ 

symmetry breaking scale f. (or equivalently the axion mass). 

Relic axions arise due to three distinct cosmological mechanisms: (i) thermal 

productiorr-for an axion of mass greater than about lo-’ eV axions thermalize shortly 

after the QCD transition and, today, like neutrinos, should have a relic abundance of or- 

der 30 cmm3; (ii) the “misalignment” mechsnism3-at high temperatures the dependence 

of the free energy upon the axion field becomes very weak and thus the value of the 

axion field will in general not coincide with the low-temperature, CP-conserving mini- 

mum; due to this misalignment the axion field is set in motion around the time of the 

QCD transition; and (iii) axionic string decay’-since PQ symmetry breaking involves the 

spontaneous breakdown of a global U(1) symmetry, strings are produced; they decay by 

radiating (among other things) axions. While the thermal population of axions dominates 

for axion masses greater than about lo-* eV, there are strong constraints on axions in 

this parameter regime due to the potential observability of their decays and to the effect 

they would have upon the evolution of red giant stars.’ Thermal axions can contribute at 

most 10% of critical density. (Relic thermal axions of mass 3 to 8 eV have not been ruled 

out and recently a search for them has been performed5.) 

For axion masses greater than about lo-* eV misalignment and axionic string decay are 

the dominant production processes, and sufficient numbers of axions can be produced to 

provide closure density. The importance of axionic string decay is still a matter of intense 

debate. It seems to be agreed that axion production through this mechanism is somewhere 

between being comparable to and about 100 times more important than the misalignment 

mechanism’. Here we are mainly interested in the case where the Universe inflated either 

before or during PQ symmetry breaking. Since axionic strings do not survive a period of 

inflation, our considerations are largely independent of this issue. 

Let us briefly recall the misalignment mechanism of axion production, ignoring at fnst 

the possibility of inflation. The free energy of the vacuum depends upon the axion field only 
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because this field modulates the phase of the instanton amplitude. At low temperatures 

the free energy has a maximum value of about A$.,, is periodic in the “axion angle” 

B E a/(f./N), and is minimized at a value of 0 = 0. The mass of the axion is determined 

by the curvature of the free energy at 0 = 0 and is given approximately by Hq. (1). At 

high temperatures instanton effects are strongly suppressed, and for T >> AQCD the free 

energy is essentially independent of the axion field. Thus, when PQ symmetry breaking 

occurs (T N f.), no value of the axion angle is singled out dynamically, and one expects 

that the value of the axion angle in different causally distinct regions will be randomly 

distributed between -s and K. Averaging will occur over a distance scale corresponding 

to the horizon size at the Peccei-Quinn transition, which is negligibly small cosmologicrdly. 

Thus the primreval energy density associated with the misalignment of the axion field 

should be of order A&, and close to uniform. Further, when the axion mass exceeds 3H 

(H - T*/mpt is the expansion rate and mm = 1.22 x 10” GeV is the Planck mass) the 

axion field will begin to relax toward 0 = 0. Because it has no efficient way to shed energy, 

the field is left oscillating. The energy density in oscillations of the axion field behaves 

as nonrelativistic matter during the subsequent evolution of the Universe, and may be 

interpreted in particle language as a gas of zero-momentum axions. These relic axions, if 

present, behave like cold dark matter and are a promising dark matter candidate. 

The contribution of these axions to the present mass density of the Universe is esti- 

mated to be3 

R,h* N 0.13 x 10*“~‘A~~,0d’f(~~)~~(m/10~5 eV)-‘.r’, (2) 

where R,, is the fraction of critical density contributed by axions, the present value of 

the Hubble constant HO = 1OOh km see-’ Mpc -l, AQCD = Asss200MeV, and 01 is the 

initial misalignment angle. The function f(O:) accounts for anharmonic effects, and is 

of order unity (and specifically f + 1 for 0r Q: 1). The lo*‘.” factor is an estimate of 

theoretical uncertainties-e.g., in the temperature dependence of the axion mass. Other 

possible physical process which may affect the result are discussed in Ftefs. 6. Note that 

closure density in axions is achieved for a mass somewhere between 10m6 and lo-’ eV. 

The unusual dependence of the axion energy density upon the axion mass is easily 

understood. Regardless of the value of the axion mass, the energy density associated with 

the initial misalignment of the axion field is of order A&,; once the axion field starts to 

oscillate that energy density red shifts as Re3 (R is the cosmic scale factor). The axion 

field begins to oscillate when the axion mass m.(T) N 3H: For smaller masses the axion 

oscillations begin later, and the energy density trapped in the misalignment of the axion 

field is diminished less. 
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Since the initial misalignment angle 01 is a random variable, at the time of PQ symme- 

try breaking the value of 8i will be different and uncorrelated in diierent causally distinct 

regions of the Universe In the absence of inflation, these different regions are very small, 

and today the Universe is comprised of a very large number of regions that each had a 

different value of 0i. To obtain the average axion energy density, one uses the rms average 

of Bi, which is just r/3, in Eq. (2). In this circumstance the limit to fi.h* based upon the 

age of the Universe,r R. h* 5 1, implies a lower bound to the axion mass: m, 2 lO-‘j eV, 

or an upper bound to f,,: f,/N s 1Or3 GeV. The upper bound to f,, is significantly be- 

low two interesting energy scales: the unification scale of 10” GeV to lOI GeV and the 

Planck scale, a somewhat disappointing fact. (However there are models, particularly 

those involving supersymmetry breaking in a “hidden sector”, where the geometric mean 

of the weak symmetry breaking scale and the Planck mass, Js F= 10”GeV is the 

fundamental symmetry-breaking scale.) 

If the Universe inflated before or during PQ symmetry breaking the fluctuations in 

the axion field take an entirely different form. While the average of 0: over many causally 

separate volumes is still x/3, the practical relevance of this fact is nil, because the entire 

presently observable Universe lies within one causal region where 01 is constant. 

A number of authors’ have pointed out that axion masses smaller than 10m6 eV (PQ 

symmetry breaking scales greater than 1Or3 GeV) could be consistent with R.h* ,$ 1, 

provided that 81 was sufficiently small: 

8, 5 (m./10-6eV)0.5g. (3) 

In this case, then, we would be living in a rare, &on-poor region of the Universe. If the 

Universe did indeed undergo inflation, the fundamental laws of physics do not determine 

81. Despite its cosmic import the local value of this parameter is an “historical accident,” 

and can only be determined through direct measurement of R,, hZ and m,. 

One might then be left with the impression that if the Universe underwent inflation 

any value off,, can be tolerated, provided that 81 is appropriately small. Values of f,/N 2 

1Or3 GeV are only improbable, not forbidden. The main purpose of this Zerter is to point 

out that additional, very important constraints emerge when fluctuations in the axion field 

that arise during inflation are taken into account. 

Quantum fluctuations in the axion field have two important effects: (i) They set an 

absolute minimum to 81, the effective misalignment angle to be used in the energy estimate 

Eq. (2)-it can be no smaller than the size of its fluctuations; and (ii) They give rise to 

isocurvature axion perturbations,g . I.e., fluctuations in the local axion-to-photon ratio. At 

late times (t > tEQ N 4.4 x 10”h-‘set), these evolve into density perturbations of the 
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same magnitude, leading to fluctuations in the temperature of the cosmic microwave back- 

ground radiation (CMBR). Isocurvature axion fluctuations have been discussed elsewhere 

in detail;” we will now review the relevant points. 

For simplicity, suppose that PQ symmetry is broken when a complex scalar field 6 

which carries PQ charge takes on a vacuum expectation value (4) = f. exp(iO)/&, which 

minimizes its scalar potential V(J) = X(lJlz - fi/2)*. The flat, 0 degree of freedom 

corresponds to the axion. In de Sitter space all minimally coupled, massless scalar fields 

have quantum fluctuations characterized by amplitude H1/2x where HI is the expansion 

rate during inflation. For the axion field these fluctuations lead to fluctuations in 8: 

CY 4 x 10-s m-6r 

where rnM6 T m,/10e6 eV, the value of the Hubble constant during inflation has been 

written as Hf = 8rrM4/3mfll, M4 is the false-vacuum energy, and Ml4 E M/1014 GeV.” 

Fluctuations in the axion angle 0 lead to constraints to the possible values of the 

misalignment angle 81. First, it is not possible for 01 to be smaller than the fluctuations 

in 0; thus 

e1 2 68 N 4 x IO-~ MA 

( > 
N m-6. (5) 

Next, fluctuations in the misalignment angle ultimately result in density perturbations 

of the same amplitude, which, on the largest angular scales (> l”), lead to anisotropies of 

the CMBR temperature. For R, N 1,6T/T - 6p./p. - 60/0, . If R., is smaller than unity, 

i.e., if some species other than axions provides closure density, then the magnitude of this 

effect is reduced by a factor 51.: 6T/T N !2.(66’/&). On large angular scales the CMBR 

temperature is remarkably smooth, as evidenced by the absence of a quadrupole anisotropy 

at the level,” 6T/T 5 3 x lo-‘. This results in the following additional constraint to the 

initial misalignment angle el: 

N elso.i - 
( > Mf4 

my:‘. (6) 

The three constraints to the initial misalignment angle or-Rqs. (3, 5, 6)-based 

upon the conditions R.h* 5 1, 0r 2 60, and 6T/T s 3 x 10-s are illustrated in Fig. 1. 

They imply constraints upon the axion mass. First, to ensure that fluctuations in the 

misalignment angle do not lead to overproduction of axions the axion mass must satisfy: 

N ( > 
2.4 

m. .$3 x 10’ 
M:, 

eV. (7o) 
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Unless the vacuum energy density is very large, M/m 2 1Or6 GeV, this condition is not 

very interesting. Moreover, it will be superseded by the next constraint. 

Second, to ensure that the fluctuations in the axion density do not lead to excessive 

fluctuations in the temperature of the CMBR, the axion mass must satisfy: 

(76) 

For M/a 2 7 x IO” GeV, this condition implies that the axion mass must be less than 

about 10m6 eV. In chaotic inflation l3 the value of M is about 8 x 10’” GeV, implying that 

the axion mass must be less than about 10-r’ eV, corresponding to a symmetry breaking 

scale greater than lo’* GeV. 

These limits are general. If we assume that axions do in fact provide closure density, 

then to avoid excessive CMBR anisotropies we must require the stronger condition 

(7c) 

This is perhaps the most stringent and interesting condition. In chaotic inflation it pre- 

cludes the axion from being the dark matter. If (N/Mfr)*.* 2 1, one must require a very 

small axion mass, and correspondingly a very small misalignment angle, to achieve closure 

density in axions. (And of course an even smaller and less likely angle, to achieve a smaller 

density!) Current” and proposed’” cosmic axion searches have focused on the mass in- 

terval 10v6 eV to lo-’ eV. To the extent our considerations make the low mass axion plus 

inflation option less attractive they further emphasize the importance of this accessible 

interval, which is motivated by the “no inflation after PQ breaking” case. 

Let us summarize. In the absence of inflation, or if the PQ transition occurs after 

inflation, axions are cosmologically overproduced unless the axion mass is more than about 

low6 eV. If the Universe underwent inflation after the PQ transition it might Seem that a 

very low mass axion is only improbable and that closure density of axions could be achieved 

for any value of the axion mass less than about lo-’ eV, provided that the misalignment 

angle is sufllciently small.* However, here we have shown that when one takes into account 

the effect of the quantum fluctuations in the axion field that arise during inflation-and 

the resulting CMBR temperature fluctuations-closure density of axions is only consistent 

for values of the axion mass less than about 10-s (N/M:,)‘.’ eV. Based upon the isotropy 

of the CMBR alone, it follows that in the infiationary case the axion mass must be less 

than about lo-* (N/MfJ2.’ eV, whether or not axions provide closure density. 

This work was supported by the NASA (at F ermilab through grant NAGW-1340), the 

DOE (at Chicago and Fermilab), and by the NSF (at Princeton) and was initiated at the 
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Figure Caption 

FIGURE 1: Summary of the three constraints to the initial misalignment angle Or for 

Mf,/N = 1. The first constraint follows from requiring that axions not “overclose” the 

Universe; the second from requiring Or to be larger than the quantum fluctuations in 81; 

and the third from requiring that fluctuations in B do not lead to excessive, large-angle 

fluctuations in the temperature of the CMBR. Each constraint divides the Or-m, plane 

into allowed (indicated by arrows) and forbidden regions. 
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